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The Bank of Japan decides and implements monetary 

policy under the price stability target of 2 percent 

in terms of the year-on-year rate of change in the 

consumer price index (CPI), with the aim of achieving 

price stability and thereby contributing to the sound 

development of the national economy, as stipulated 

in Article 2 of the Bank of Japan Act (hereafter the 

Act)� Monetary policy is decided by the Policy Board 

at Monetary Policy Meetings (MPMs), and market 

operations—the Bank's day-to-day provision and 

absorption of funds in the market—are carried out 

based on the guideline decided at each MPM� The Bank 

held nine MPMs, including one unscheduled meeting, in 

fiscal 2020�

The Bank releases each quarter the Outlook for 

Economic Activity and Prices (hereafter the Outlook 

Report) after the Policy Board has decided the text of 

"The Bank's View" section at MPMs held, in principle, 

in January, April, July, and October� In the Outlook 

Report, the Bank presents its outlook for developments 

in economic activity and prices, assesses upside and 

downside risks, and outlines its views on the future 

conduct of monetary policy� For MPMs other than the 

above, the Policy Board members' assessment of the 

economic and financial situation is expressed in the 

statement on monetary policy released after each MPM�

In order to make appropriate policy decisions, the 

Bank conducts research and analysis on economic 

and financial developments at home and abroad� 

Major findings are reflected in the Bank's releases 

including the Outlook Report and the Regional Economic 

Report� The Bank also conducts fundamental studies 

on economic and financial issues; it publishes the 

major findings in the Bank of Japan Working Paper 

Series, the Bank of Japan Research Laboratory Series, 

and in research papers released by the Institute for 

Monetary and Economic Studies (IMES), specifically 

in the Monetary and Economic Studies and the IMES 

Discussion Paper Series�1

The Bank, pursuant to Article 54, paragraph 1 of 

the Act, prepares the Semiannual Report on Currency 

and Monetary Control approximately every six months, 

covering matters related to the conduct of monetary 

policy (those listed in the items of Article 15, paragraph 

1 of the Act) and business operations that the Bank 

has conducted based thereon, and submits it to the 

Diet through the Minister of Finance� In the most 

recent two issues of this report, the Bank explains in 

detail economic and financial developments as well 

as the Bank's conduct of monetary policy and market 

operations during fiscal 2020�2

I. monetary PolICy

1�  Papers and statistics as well as lists of the Bank's publications in English are available on the Bank's website (https://www�boj�or�jp/en/index�htm) 
and on the IMES website (https://www�imes�boj�or�jp/en/index�html); for the list of the Bank's major publications and reports, see page 108�

2�  The summaries of these two issues are available in English on the Bank's website; for excerpts from these summaries, see pages 30–41� The 
full texts are available in Japanese on the website (https://www�boj�or�jp)�

https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/outlook/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/outlook/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/brp/rer/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/brp/rer/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/wps_rev/wps_2021/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/wps_rev/wps_2021/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/wps_rev/lab/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/imes/mes/mes20.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/imes/dps/dps21.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/imes/dps/dps21.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/diet/d_report/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/diet/d_report/index.htm
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One of the core purposes of the Bank, as stipulated in 

Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Act, is to ensure smooth 

settlement of funds among banks and other financial 

institutions, thereby contributing to the maintenance of 

financial system stability� To this end, the Bank provides 

safe and convenient settlement assets in the form of 

deposits in current accounts that financial institutions 

hold at the Bank, and takes measures to enhance 

the safety and efficiency of payment and settlement 

systems� In order to ensure financial system stability, 

the Bank also takes various measures to make sure that 

a financial institution's inability to complete settlement 

of a transaction does not result in a chain of settlement 

failures at other institutions and thus disrupt the overall 

functioning of the financial system�

Specifically, the Bank may provide financial institutions 

suffering a shortage of liquidity with the following: 

(1) loans against collateral in the form of securities, 

pursuant to Article 33; and/or (2) other forms of liquidity, 

in its role as the lender of last resort, pursuant to Articles 

37 and 38 of the Act�

In order to be ready to act ef fectively as the 

lender of last resort, the Bank strives to gain an 

accurate grasp of business conditions at financial 

institutions and to encourage the maintenance of 

sound financial conditions, offering guidance and 

advice as necessary, through the conduct of on-site 

examinations (examinations that the Bank carries 

out by visiting the premises of financial institutions 

pursuant to Article 44 of the Act) as well as off-site 

monitoring (monitoring that is conducted through 

meetings with executives and staf f of f inancial 

institutions, as well as through analysis of various 

documents submitted by these institutions) (Tables 1 and 

2)� In addition, through activities such as seminars and 

workshops organized by the Bank's Center for Advanced 

Financial Technology (CAFT), the Bank encourages 

financial institutions' efforts to raise the sophistication 

of their business and risk management as well as of 

their business operations�

The Bank conducts research and analysis assessing 

risks in the financial system as a whole, i�e�, taking 

a macroprudential perspective, by making use of 

insights obtained through its on-site examinations 

and off-site monitoring and paying due attention to 

the interconnectedness of the real economy, financial 

markets, and the behavior of financial institutions� The 

findings of this research and analysis are published 

in various forms—for example, the Financial System 

Report—and the Bank draws on them when taking part 

in initiatives with relevant parties to ensure the stability 

of the financial system� These findings are also made 

use of in developing and implementing policy� The Bank 

has also been participating in international initiatives 

to maintain the stability of the global financial system� 

These include discussions held by the Basel Committee 

on Banking Supervision, which comprises central banks 

and supervisory authorities from major economies�

The Bank, as and when necessary, conducts business 

requisite to maintaining financial system stability, 

including the provision of loans, pursuant to Article 38 

of the Act (hereafter the term "special loans" covers 

all such business)� The Bank decides on the extension 

of special loans based on the following four principles, 

taking into account the nature and purpose of the 

lender-of-last-resort function:

II. fInanCIal system PolICy

https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/brp/fsr/index.htm
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/brp/fsr/index.htm
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Principle 1

There must be a strong likelihood that systemic risk will 

materialize�

Principle 2

There must be no alternative to the provision of central 

bank money�

Principle 3

All relevant parties are required to take clear responsibility 

to avoid moral hazard�

Principle 4

The financial soundness of the Bank of Japan itself must 

not be impaired�

Table 1

Number of Financial Institutions That Conduct Transactions with the Bank as of the End of Fiscal 20201

Financial institutions that hold
current accounts at the Bank

Financial
institutions that
have concluded
agreements for

bilateral
electronic

lending with
the Bank

Financial
institutions that
have concluded
loans-on-bills

agreements with
the Bank

Financial
institutions that
have concluded

intraday-overdraft
agreements with

the Bank

Of which:
Financial
institutions that
have concluded
on-site
examination 
contracts with
the Bank

City and regional banks 123 (123) 123 (123) 122 (122) 122 (122) 123 (123)

Trust banks 11 (13) 11 (13) 8 (10) 8 (10) 11 (13)

Foreign banks 50 (50) 50 (50) 37 (37) 41 (41) 38 (38)

Shinkin banks 247 (248) 247 (248) 112 (112) 135 (135) 189 (169)
Financial instruments 
business operators 36 (35) 36 (35) 30 (30) 35 (35) 34 (34)

Bankers associations 33 (33) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Other institutions 18 (18) 9 (9) 9 (9) 9 (9) 11 (11)

Total 518 (520) 476 (478) 318 (320) 350 (352) 406 (388)

Note: 1� Figures in parentheses indicate the number of institutions as of the end of fiscal 2019�

Table 2

Number of Financial Institutions Examined/Interviewed1

On-site examinations Remote intensive interviews
Fiscal 2018 Fiscal 2019 Fiscal 2020

Domestically licensed banks2 29 34 18

Shinkin banks 54 43 14

Other institutions3 8 8 5

Total 91 85 37

Notes: 1�  The Bank temporarily ceased on-site examinations in fiscal 2020 and instead conducted "remote intensive interviews"—in-depth interviews 
using remote methods�

 2� Established and licensed under Japanese legislation, excluding the Bank and government-related organizations�
 3� Including financial instruments business operators and Japanese branches of foreign banks�
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The Bank provides safe and convenient settlement assets 

in the form of banknotes and deposits in current accounts 

that financial institutions hold at the Bank� In addition, 

the Bank conducts settlement for Japanese government 

securities (JGSs) in its role as the book-entry transfer 

institution in the Japanese government bond (JGB) 

Book-Entry System� To ensure the safety and efficiency 

of these services, the Bank operates a computer 

network system for the settlement of funds and JGSs, 

the Bank of Japan Financial Network System (BOJ-NET)�

The Bank conducts oversight of payment and 

set tlement systems, monitoring their safety and 

efficiency and inducing improvements where necessary� 

Moreover, the Bank participates with other central banks 

in various international discussions and initiatives related 

to payment and settlement systems, including those of 

the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures 

(CPMI) at the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)�

In addition, in order to strengthen and improve the 

efficiency of the functioning of markets as well as to 

support more robust risk management and innovation in 

financial services and market transactions, the Bank, with 

an eye on international developments, takes initiatives 

to reinforce the infrastructures of financial and capital 

markets� Specifically, it exchanges views with market 

participants, supports the formulation of additional rules 

on and revisions of market practices, and compiles and 

releases statistics on market transactions� As part of 

its initiatives, the Bank has continued to enhance its 

business continuity arrangements in preparation for 

times of disaster or other emergency, and has provided 

active support to market participants in developing 

effective business continuity planning (BCP) in financial 

markets, payment and settlement systems, and the 

financial system�

In order to ef fectively implement measures to 

enhance payment and settlement systems and market 

infrastructures, the Bank conducts research and analysis 

on the safety and efficiency of payment and settlement 

systems as well as on the financial system and financial 

markets, in addition to fundamental research on related 

issues� With regard to central bank digital currencies 

(CBDCs)—a new form of digital central bank money 

that is different from the deposits in current accounts 

that financial institutions hold at the Bank—although the 

Bank currently has no plan to issue a CBDC, it has been 

conducting the explorations necessary to be able to 

respond appropriately to changes in circumstances, from 

the viewpoint of ensuring the stability and efficiency of 

the overall payment and settlement systems�

III. enhanCement of Payment and settlement systems and market InfrastruCtures
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The Bank conducts operations in the field of international 

finance, such as foreign exchange transactions, including 

those executed as part of the Bank's management of 

its foreign currency assets, as well as business related 

to assisting other central banks and international 

organizations in their investment in yen� The Bank also 

handles government affairs that relate to international 

finance, such as the compilation and dissemination of 

Japan's balance of payments (BOP) statistics and foreign 

exchange intervention�

In addition, the Bank takes part in international 

discussions on the state of the world economy as well 

as on measures to ensure the stability and improve the 

structure of financial markets� The Bank participates 

in various forums, such as meetings of the Group of 

Twenty (G20), the Group of Seven (G7), the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF), the BIS, and the Financial Stability 

Board (FSB), as well as other meetings of monetary 

authorities including central banks in Asia�

With regard to Asia, the Bank engages in various 

activities including the following: the promotion of 

monetary cooperation, mainly through participation in the 

Executives' Meeting of East Asia-Pacific Central Banks 

(EMEAP) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

Plus Three (ASEAN Plus Three); the strengthening of 

technical cooperation and staff training in support of 

efforts to ensure economic and financial stability in Asia; 

and the conduct of research on the region�

The Bank, as the country's sole issuer of banknotes 

(Bank of Japan notes), ensures the stability of banknote 

supply and maintains public confidence in banknotes 

through the conduct of the following operations at its 

Head Office and branches in Japan� First, the Bank 

receives banknotes from and pays banknotes to 

financial institutions that hold current accounts at the 

Bank (BOJ account holders)� Second, the Bank counts 

the banknotes it receives from BOJ account holders, 

examines them to verify their authenticity, and checks 

their fitness for recirculation� As for coins, they are 

delivered to the Bank by the government, which is the 

authorized issuer of coins, and then put into circulation�

As part of its measures to secure confidence in 

banknotes and coins, the Bank works to maintain the 

cleanliness of banknotes in circulation by preventing 

damaged or worn banknotes from being returned to 

circulation� In addition, the Bank remains active in 

advancing research and promoting public understanding 

regarding counterfeit deterrence and the smooth 

circulation of currency, in cooperation with relevant 

institutions at home and abroad, including other central 

banks�

IV. InternatIonal oPeratIons

V. IssuanCe, CIrCulatIon, and maIntenanCe of Banknotes
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The Bank provides various services relating to the 

government, such as treasury funds and JGS services� 

Specifically, these are (1) receipt, disbursement, and 

accounting of treasury funds ( the Bank classifies 

receipts and disbursements of treasury funds by the 

specific government account as well as by the individual 

government agency); (2) management of the deposits 

of the Japanese government; (3) custody of securities 

acquired by or submitted to the government; (4) issuance 

of, and principal and interest payment on, JGSs; and 

(5) operations relating to its role as the book-entry 

transfer institution in the JGB Book-Entry System� For the 

convenience of the public, the Bank designates certain 

branches and offices of financial institutions throughout 

the country as its agents and entrusts them with some of 

the services relating to treasury funds and JGSs�

Besides the above operations, the Bank engages 

in various transactions with the government, such as 

purchasing and selling of JGSs�

With a view to satisfying the requirements of public 

accountability, the Bank releases in a timely manner 

a document that contains a summary of the opinions 

presented at each MPM (Summary of Opinions), the 

minutes of MPMs, and public statements on most of 

the Policy Board decisions� The Bank actively provides 

information through a variety of channels including the 

following: reporting to and attendance at the Diet; press 

conferences held and speeches delivered by the Bank's 

officers; and the Bank's website� Transcripts of MPMs 

held more than 10 years previously are also released�

To promote a better understanding of the policies and 

business operations of the Bank, not only in the eyes of 

financial professionals but also of the general public, the 

Bank endeavors to tailor its publications and releases 

to the diverse needs and interests of their users� It also 

works to promote financial literacy among the public�

The Bank compiles and releases various statistics 

to be widely shared with the public and takes steps to 

refine its statistics to improve their user-friendliness�

Meanwhile, the Bank discloses information in 

accordance with the Act on Access to Information Held 

by Independent Administrative Agencies�

VI. serVICes relatIng to the goVernment

VII. CommunICatIon wIth the PuBlIC
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